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The Highland Divas 2016 
 

 Georgia, Margaret, and Marla are The Highland Divas: Two Scots and a Kiwi. Three women from different 

parts of the world, with diverse musical backgrounds and a common heritage. These uniquely talented artists 

will take you on a musical journey that spans the folk music of Ireland, Scotland, and New Zealand, and 

culminates in the soaring heights of Rock Opera. It is a journey from the most achingly spare Celtic and 

Traditional Scottish ballads, to the most thrilling, harmonized interpretations of popular and classical music. 

Georgia Johnson of Glasgow, Scotland. Margaret Kelly of Falkirk, Scotland and Marla Kavanaugh of 

Dunedin, New Zealand, have all lived and worked in United States for over the last decade, each on their own 

paths of success. In 2010 they came together to form The Highland Divas.  

 

In the past three years, The Highland Divas have grown from singing for New York based Scottish groups 

(American Scottish Foundation & the St Andrew’s Society) to singing for the New York Rangers at Madison 

Square Garden and appearing multiple times on the positive thinking show, "Hour of Power” which airs to an 

international television audience of millions and a seated audience of 1000. They have been Guest Artists with 

the Greeley Philharmonic in Colorado, will be making their debut performances in Glasgow, Scotland’s Clyde 

Auditorium (also known as the Armadillo) this year with Glasgow Philharmonia and will be making their 

debut performance at the “world famous” Carnegie Hall this September. The Divas, were thrilled to host 

Tonight Show Host, Jimmy Fallon at their Tartan Week concert at the Metropolitan Room last year and 

headlined New Yorks Tartan Day Parade this year as the featured performers. They also had the absolute 

privilege to sing at 9/11 commemorations at Ground Zero and Pearl Harbor 2013/14. 

Their full length musical show spans many of the Scottish favorites from Loch Lomond to Caledonia, from My 

love is Like a red, red rose to 500 miles.  Because of their individual musical backgrounds, the show is diverse. 

They sing everything from Folk to Pop to Opera in their heartfelt and wide-ranging show. 

 

It has been said of the Highland Divas that; “The strengths and talents of these women are extremely apparent 

as individual performers but it is their incredible blend as a trio, that has audiences giving them standing 

ovations every night, as they perform songs from their homelands full of emotion and power. Songs such as: 

Caledonia, Loch Lomond, Hine Hine and Auld Lang Syne to name but a few. An incredible show and a must 

see Trio.” 
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